Base stacking in adenosine dimers revealed by femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy.
Excitons formed in DNA by UV absorption decay via poorly understood pathways that can culminate in mutagenic photoproducts. In order to gain insight into how base stacking influences UV excited states in DNA, five dinucleosides composed of adenosine or 2'-deoxyadenosine units joined by flexible linkers were studied by femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. In aqueous solution, transient absorption signals recorded at pump and probe wavelengths of 267 and 250 nm, respectively, show that UV absorption produces excimer states in all dimers that decay orders of magnitude more slowly than excitations in a single adenine nucleotide. Adding methanol as a cosolvent disrupts π-π stacking of the adenine moieties and causes the excimer states in all five dinucleosides to vanish for a methanol concentration of 80% by volume. These observations confirm that base stacking is an essential requirement for the slow decay channel seen in these and other DNA model compounds. This channel appears to be insensitive to the precise stacking conformation at the instant of photon absorption as long as the bases are cofacially stacked. Notably, circular dichroism (CD) spectra of several of the dinucleosides are weak and monomer-like and lack the exciton coupling that has been emphasized in the past as an indicator of base-stacked structure. For these dimers, the coupled transition dipole moments of the two adenines are proposed to adopt left- and right-handed arrangements upon stacking with roughly equal probability. Although the mechanism behind slow nonradiative decay in DNA is still uncertain, these results show that the signature of these states in transient absorption experiments can be a more reliable diagnostic of base stacking than the occurrence of exciton-coupled CD signals. These observations also draw attention to the important role the backbone plays in producing structures with axial (helical) chirality.